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Under the random censorship model from the right, we construct confidence 
bands for the (1 - p) percentile residual lifetime, R(P)(t) = Q( 1 - p( 1 - FO(t))) - 1, 
where F” and Q denote the distribution and quantile functions, respectively. We 
tirst prove that the scaled PL( 1 -p) percentile residual lifetime process rLf’)(t) can 
be almost surely approximated by appropriate Gaussian processes which, however, 
depend on the unknown underlying distribution and quantile functions. This 
leads us to bootstrapping considerations. We define the bootstrapped PL( 1 - p) 
percentile residual lifetime process and discuss approximations of this process by 
appropriate Gaussian processes. The latter enables us to construct bootstrapped 
confidence bands for R’P’(f). 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p be a fixed number with 0 < p < 1 and let us define the (1 - p) 
percentile residual lifetime as 
P’(t) := Q( 1 - p( 1 -P(t))) - 1, t > 0, (1.1) 
where F” is a continuous distribution with support (0, b), where 
b=inf(t>O: F’(t)= l), and the corresponding quantile function 
Q(X) := inf{ t > 0: F’(t) 2 x} O<x<l, (1.2) 
Q(O) = 0 and Q( 1) = 6. 
The notion of the (1 - p) percentile residual lifetime was originally 
introduced by Haine and Singpurwalla [22]. Schmittlein and Morrison 
[29] explain in detail the potential advantages of the median residual 
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lifetime R(l12)( t) over the more frequently used mean residual lifetime. In 
fact, without additional conditions, the mean residual lifetime cannot even 
be estimated under random censorship from the right. These two papers 
and the papers by Arnold and Brockett [Z], Joe and Proschan [25] and 
Gupta and Langford [21] deal with characterization theorems and provide 
results for the associated inversion problem. Joe and Proschan [26] use 
R(p)(f) to compare two lifetime distributions. The results of Arnold and 
Brockett [2] and Joe and Proschan [25] imply that a single percentile 
lifetime function RcP’(t) does not in general determine the underlying 
lifetime distribution, but the knowledge of these functions for two or more 
values of p does determine the distribution. M. Csiirgo and S. Csiirgo [12] 
developed the non-parametric large sample estimation theory of, and also 
constructed confidence bands for, the (1 - p) percentile residual lifetime 
based on non-censored data. 
The aim of this exposition is to extend the CsorgGCsorgo result to the 
random censorship model from the right, 
We will first introduce the basic setting for the random censorship model 
and bootstrapping including the definition and its related preliminaries in 
Sections 2, 3, 4, and 5. We will then define the scaled PL( 1 - p) percentile 
residual lifetime process r:)(t) of (6.2) and show in Section 6 that the 
asymptotic distribution of r!,P)(t) is normal for t and p fixed. We will 
construct a confidence interval for the (1 - p) percentile residual lifetime, 
using the normality of the limiting distribution function, in Section 7. 
In Section 8, we will view r?)(t) as a stochastic process: (i) in t for fixed 
p E (0, 1); (ii) in p for fixed t > 0; and (iii) in both t and p, and study strong 
approximations of these processes. Using the results obtained in Section 8, 
we construct confidence bands for the (1 - p) percentile residual lifetime in 
Section 9. However, in order to practically construct these confidence 
bands, we need the limiting distributions of the appropriate functionals of 
these processes which, unfortunately, also contain the unknown underlying 
distribution and quantile functions. This leads us to consider bootstrapping 
these asymptotic distributions. 
In Section 10, we will define the bootstrapped PL( 1 - p) percentile 
residual lifetime processes and discuss strong approximations of the 
processes to appropriate Gaussian processes. This, in turn, will finally lead 
to the bootstrapped confidence bands for the (1 - p) percentile residual 
lifetime in Section 11. 
The methodology developed is applied to estimate the (1 - p) percentile 
residual lifetime of the length of fractures in the granitic plutons near Lac 
du Bonnet, Manitoba, Canada. 
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2. RANDOM CENSORSHIP MODEL FROM THE RIGHT 
Let Xy, . . . . Xf be indepenent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random 
variables (rv) with continuous distribution function F’(x) = P{Xy <x}. 
Let Y,, . . . . Y, be i.i.d. rv with distribution function H. Suppose that the two 
sequences {Xp} and { Yi} are independent. In the random censorship 
model from the right, the Xp may be censored on the right by the Yi, so 
that one observes only the pairs (Xi, S,), i= 1, 2, . . . . n, where Xi is the 
minimum of Xp and Yi, and ai is the indicator function of the event 
Xp < Yi, i.e., 
xi=xp A Yi and if Xp< Yi, 
if Xp > Yi, i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
(2.1) 
Thus the {Xi} are i.i.d. rv with distribution function F given by 
l-F(t)=(l-F’(r))(l-H(t)), -aI<<<<, (2.2) 
and the subdistribution function of the uncensored observations is given by 
F((1):=P{Xi~rand6i=1}=j’ (l-H(s))dF’(s). (2.3) 
-cc 
For any distribution function L( .), let 
T, :=inf{t:L(t)= l} and t,:=sup{r:L(t)=O}. (2.4) 
Then, by (2.2), TF= T”, A TH and t,= t: v t,. 
To estimate F” in the above model, the product-limit (PL) estimator 
(cf. Kaplan and Meier [27]) FE has been widely used and is defined by 
if t<X,:,, 
l-F:(t) := (2.5) 
if t>X,:,, 
where X,:, = Max(X,, . . . . X,) and Ri is the rank of (Xi, 1 -Si) in the 
lexicographic ordering of {(Xi, 1 - a,)}, i = 1,2, . . . . n. 
A parallel problem to estimating F” under the model of random 
censorship from the right, is that of estimating the quantile function Q of 
F” where Q is defined by 
Q(v) := inf(t: F’(t) 2 y}, O<y<l. (2.6) 
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The counterpart of the PL estimator Fz of F” for Q is the PL-quantile 
function Q, defined by 
Q”(Y) :=inf{t:Fz(t)ay>, O<y<l. (2.7) 
Fi and Qn have been generally accepted as substitutes for the empirical 
distribution function and quantile function, respectively, in the random 
censorship model from the right. 
3. PRODUCT-LIMIT(PL) AND PL-QUANTILE PROCESSES 
An analogue of the empirical process is the PL-process defined as 
/Y,(t) :=r~“~(F;(t)-F’(t)), -al<tt<. (3.1) 
Weak convergence of b, to a Gaussian process over a finite interval was 
obtained by Breslow and Crowley [S]. Burke, S. Csiirgii, and Horvath 
[7,8] established that, one can define a sequence of Wiener processes 
{ IV,(t) : t > 0} such that, for p < T,, 
sup l&(t)-(1 -F’(t)) W,(d(t))l 2 O[n-“2(logn)2], (3.2) 
--oo<t<p 
where 
d(r):=j’ (l-F(s))-2d&); (3.3) 
--m 
F(‘ct) is defined in (2.3). 
As a consequence of (3.2), Burke et al. [7,8] and S. Cdrgii and 
Horvath [15] also show that the law of iterated logarithm holds for the 
PL-process via proving the law of iterated logarithm for the Wiener 
process. We quote their result: 
sup Ij?,(t)l 2 O[(log log n)“2]. (3.4) 
--ao<t<p 
In addition, Burke, S. Csorgii and Horvlth [7, Lemma 6.21 proved that, 
for p < TF, 
sup Id,(t) - d(t)1 = O(n-“2(lOg n)“2), (3.5) 
-m<rCp 
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where 
d,(t) := J’ (1 - I;,(s))-2 d&(S), (3.6) --oc 
F,(t):=n-‘#{16i6n:Xi<t) 
and 
FJt):=n-‘#{1<i<n:Xi<tand6,=1}. (3.7) 
An analogue of the normed quantile process (cf. M. CsiirgG and Rtvtsz 
[33]) of uncensored observation is the PL-normed quantile process p,,, 
which is defined as 
P,(Y) := J;;~%~(Y))(Q(Y) - Q,(Y)), O<y<l, (3.8) 
where f” is the derivative of I;’ and Q and Q,, are as in (2.6) and (2.7), 
respectively. For this process, Aly, M. Csiirgii, and Horvith [l, 
Theorem 4.41 proved that, for ~b with Q(pb) < TF, one can define a 
sequence of Wiener processes { IV,(t): t 2 0} such that 
sup [p,(r)- (1 - t) W,(d(Q(r)))l “2 O[n-“4(log n)“2(log logn)1’4], 
llCI<P;, 
(3.9) 
where a can be extended to zero depending on some conditions on f '. 
4. UNIFORM PL AND UNIFORM PL-QUANTILE PROCESSES 
It will be a convenient device to define a new set of rv by setting 
Up := F’(XO), Vj := F”( Y,), and Ui := F’(X,) for i= 1, . . . . n. 
Then the rv {Up} are independent and identically distributed according to 
the uniform distribution on [0, 11; the ( Vi} are i.i.d. with the distribution 
function H(Q(t)) on [0, 11, and are independent of the { Up>. The 
distribution function of {Vi} will be denoted by F*. Let F,*’ be the 
PL-estimator based on { ( Ui, Si)}. Clearly then 
F,*‘(t) = f’ll(Q(t))- (4.1) 
Let e,(t) denote the uniform PL-process 
e,(t) := J;;(F,*O(t) - t), O<t<l. (4.2) 
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Now define qn, the inverse of Fz”, and the uniform PL-quantile process 
un by 
q,(y):=inf{t:F,*‘(t)>y}, O<y<l, 
U,(Y) :=Jh-dY)), O<y<l, 
(4.3) 
respectively. Concerning these auxiliary processes, Aly, M. CsSrgG, and 
Horvath Cl, Theorem 3.11 proved that, for p. < T,? (F(Q( po)) < 1 or 
Q(Po) < TA 
SUP k,,(t)- (l-t) W,(d(Q(t)))l = O[n-"2(logn)2], (4.4) 
O<f<PO 
sup [u,(t)-(1 -t) IV,(d(Q(t)))l = O[n-“4(logn)1’2(loglogn)“4]. 
O<f<pl 
(4.5) 
Equations (4.4) and (4.5) imply the following laws of iterated logarithm: 
sup [e,(t)1 “2 O[(log log n)“‘], (4.6) 
O<f<pO 
sup lu,(t)l = O[(log log #‘2-J. (4.7) 
OGf<pO 
5. BOOTSTRAPPED PL, UNIFORM PL, AND UNIFORM 
PL-QUANTILE PROCESSES 
When the limiting distributions of statistical functionals under con- 
sideration depend on the unknown underlying distribution and censoring 
distribution functions, they cannot even be simulated directly without 
knowing the said distribution and quantile functions. This type of problem 
can be solved by adapting the bootstrap method, proposed by Efron 
[18,19]. Weak and strong convergence of bootstrapped versions of PL, 
uniform PL, and uniform PL-quantile processes are discussed by Horvdth 
and Yandell [24] and we quote their results here. 
Let us draw m independent identically distributed random vectors 
{(Zj, pj); j= 1, 2, . . . . m} from ((Xi, 6,); i= 1,2, . . . . n}, in which each 
(Zj, pj) independently takes (Xi, Si) with probability l/n, for j= 1,2, . . . . m. 
In other words, { (Zj, ,uj); j = 1, 2, . . . . m } are an independent sample of size 
m drawn with replacement from {(Xi, S,); i= 1,2, . . . . n} (cf. Efron [18]). 
Let I;:,, (cf. (2.5)) and F$‘,, (cf. (4.1)) denote the bootstrapped PL 
estimators from { (Zj, pj)} and { (F’(Z,), pj) >, respectively. Then clearly, 
F::,(t) = C,.,(QW. (5.1) 
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Let P,,,(t) and e,,,(t) be the bootstrapped PL and uniform PL 
processes respectively defined as 
Pm,n(~) := J%FO,,,W - FHW), 
e,,,(t) := fiE$t~) - F,*‘(t)). 
(5.2) 
Then, by (5.1), we immediately have 
B,,,(t) = em,,(Fo(r)). (5.3) 
Define Q,,,, and gm,n, the inverses of FL,, and F$'Jt) respectively by 
Q,,,,(v) := inf{t:FZ,,(t) 2 Y}, 
g,,Jy) := inf{ t:Fzyn(t) 3 y}. 
(5.4) 
Then we have 
qm,n(.d=F”(Q,,,W). (5.5) 
Let us define the bootstrapped uniform PL-quantile process u,,, by 
&AY) :=&L(Y) - 4?AY)). (5.6) 
Horvath and Yandell [24) proved that, if p. < r,. (or Q( po) < Tf) and 
0 < lim inf, _ o. m/n < lim sup, _ m m/n < co, then one can define a sequence 
of Wiener processes { B’;(t) : t 2 0}, m = 1,2, . . . . co such that 
sup km,,(~) - (I- t) Wn(4Q(t))l = o,(l h 
I/(m+l)cr<pO 
sup lo,,,, - (I- 1) K(4Q(t)))l = o,(l). 
l/(m+1)<rdpo 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
From (5.7) and (5.X), we also have 
SUP IF:,,,(t) - F:(t)l = oAl)v 
O<f<PO 
sup MY)-a?I,n(Y)l =oAl). 
OC~CPO 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
6. PL( 1 - p) PERCENTILE EMPIRICAL RESIDUAL LIFETIME--RF)(t) 
Under the random censorship model from the right, as an estimator of 
R(P)(t) in (1.1 ), it is natural to consider the PL( 1 - p) percentile empirical 
residual lifetime at t > 0, defined as 
R’P’(~):=Q,(~-P(~ -F'(t)))-t " n 3 O<p<l, (6.1) 
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where FE is the PL estimator of F” and Qn is the PL-quantile function of 
Q . Fz and Q, are defined in (2.5) and (2.7), respectively. 
The counterpart of the scaled empirical (1 - p) percentile residual 
lifetime process (cf. M. Csiirgii and S. Csorg8, [ 12]), the scaled PL( 1 - p) 
percentile residual lifetime process r?)(t) is defined as 
r?‘(t) := J;;f’(Q(l - ~(1 - F”(t))))[R~‘(t) - I+“(t)], 
o<p< 1, t>o, (6.2) 
assuming that F” has a density function f” = F”’ which is positive over the 
support (0, T@) of F”. 
Although we will study the asymptotic distribution of r!,p)(f) as a 
stochastic process in t, as that in p, as well as in both t and p in Section 7, 
we first study the pointwise asymptotic distribution of r!,J’)( t). The pointwise 
asymptotic distribution of rf,P)(t) may suffke in some applications. Hence 
we first prove a central limit theorem for rip)(t). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let t and p be fixed numbers such that t > 0, p E (0, 1 ), 
and [t v Q(l-p(l-F’(t)))]<T,. A ssume that the density-qua&e 
function f”(Q( e)) is positive and continuous at 1 - p( 1 -F’(t)). Then the 
asymptotic distribution of r!+‘)(t) is the normal with mean 0 and variance 
pz( 1 - F’(t))‘[d(Q( 1 - p( 1 -F’(t)))) - d(t)], i.e., 
rip)(t) --% N(0, p2(1 - F”(t))‘[d(Q(l -p(l - F’(t))))-d(t)]) (6.3) 
as n + co, where d( . ) is defined in (3.3) and 3 denotes convergence in 
distribution. 
Proof. First, by the definition of qn in (4.3), we get 
qn(y)=inf{t:F,*o(t)>, y} 
=F”(Q,(~N for any y E (0, 1). (6.4) 
Applying (6.4) and a one-term Taylor expansion, we obtain 
r~r)(t)=&f”(Q(l -p(l -F”(t))))[R!,J’)(t)-R(P)(t)] 
=J;;f’(Q(l-P(l-F’(r)))) 
x CQ(F”(Q,(l - ~(1 - F:(t))))) - Q(l - ~(1 - f’“WNl 
=f’(Q(l - ~(1 -F’(t)))) sCp,(t) 
f”(QbL,,,, ’ ’ 
(6.5) 
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where sip)(t) := & [q,J 1 - p( 1 - Fz( t))) - (1 - p( 1 - F’(t)))] and 
4n(l -PM1 -C(t))) * (1 -P(l -~“w)wL,~,p 
< 4n(l - PC1 -e(t))) ” (1 - Al - FO(t))). (6.6) 
Now, since t < T, and 1 - p( 1 - F’(t)) < T,, Fz( I) +a.s. F’(t) (cf. (3.4)) 
and qn( 1 - p( 1 -F’(t))) -+a.s. 1 - p( 1 -F’(t)) (cf. (4.7)) as n + co, the 
inequalities in (6.6) imply 6,,,,P +a.s. 1 - p( 1 - F’(t)) as n -+ co. Conse- 
quently, continuity of f”(Q( . )) at 1 - p( 1 - F’(t)) implies that 
f”(QU - ~(1 -F”WNx 1 
f”(Q(k,,,p)) 
as n+cc. 
Hence, by Slutsky’s theorem, the asymptotic distribution of r$,~‘)(t) is the 
same as that of s$‘)(t) and, concerning the latter, we have 
41p)(f) = fi Cs,(l - PC1 -em - (1 - Al- FO(f)))l 
= - u,( 1 - p( 1 - F:(t))) + pe,(F’(t)). (6.7) 
Using (4.4) and (4.5), as n + co, 
IdtP)(f) + ~(1 -F’(t)) w,(4Q(l-~(l -F’(t))))) 
-p(l -P(t)) IV,@(t))/ a.s. 0. 
Hence, as n + co, 
~:~)(f) z ~(1 - F"(NC W4t)) - W4Q(l- ~(1 - ~"WN))l. (6.8) 
In order to compute the variance of the latter normal random variable 
JJ’(4t)) - V4Q(l- ~(1 -J’“W))h we note that t < Q( 1 - p( 1 - F’(t))). 
Hence d(t)<d(Q(l-p(l-F’(t)))). The variance of W(d(t))- 
Wd(Q(l -z-41 -f”(f))))) is 4Q(l-~(l -F”(f))f)-4~). 
Combining (6.8) and the normality of Wiener process for fixed time 
parameter, we obtain, as n + co, 
s?(t) 2 NO, p*(l - f’“(N2C4Q(l - ~(1 -F’(t)))) -4t)l). I 
Remark 6.1. When there is no censoring, d(t) = (1 -F:(t))-’ and the 
variance simply becomes p( 1 - p)( 1 - F’(t)). Thus, in the non-censored 
case, we have, as n + co, 
rlP)(f) 4 NO, ~(1 - p)(l -F’(r))), 
which is the result of M. CsBrgB and S. C.&go [ 12, Theorem 11. 
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7. CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR RcP)(t)~~~ FIXED p AND t 
For a given a~ (0, I), let t = Z(E) be the solution of the equation 
Q(T) = 1 - $a, where @( .) denote the standard normal distribution 
function. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let t and p satisfy the conditions of Theorem 6.1. Let 
f ‘(Q( .)) be positive and continuous at 1 - p( 1 -F’(t)). Let f z be any 
sequence of density estimators for f” which is uniformly consistent in a 
neighbourhood of Q( 1 - p( 1 - p( I- F’(t))). Then we have 
lim P{Rp)(f) - c,(r: p, t) d (p)(z) < W)(t) d R?)(r) + ~~(5: p, t)} 
n-m 
=1-u, (7.1) 
where 
c (5. p t) .= TP(~ - WWn(Q,(l -p(l -P:(t)))) - dn(t)11’2 n.2 . 
,bfR(Qn(l - ~(1 -P:(t)))) . 
Proof Theorem 6.1 immediately implies this result. 1 
In order to construct confidence interval for @“(t) using this theorem, 
we have to choose a proper uniformly consistent estimator f:. For infor- 
mation concerning density estimation under random censorship, we refer to 
the papers by Blum and Susarla [43, Burke [6], Burke and Horvath [9], 
Foldes, Rejtii, and Winter [20], Padgett and McNichols [28], and 
Yandell [32]. However, the conlicence interval in the following theorem 
does not require the estimation of the density function f, and thus 
eliminates the latter problem. This approach is similar to that for quantile 
function under the random censorship by Chung, Csorgii, and Horvath 
[lo], and is a extension of M. CsbrgB and Rev&z [33] confidence band 
for quantile function in terms of non-censored observations (cf. Chapter 4 
in M. Csiirgij [ 111). 
THEOREM 7.2. Let t and p satisfy the conditions of Theorem 6.1. Let 
f ‘(Q( .)) be positive and continuous at 1 - p( 1 - F’(t)). Then 
lim P{Q,(l -p(l -F’:(t))-n-“*ta,(p, t))-t<@‘)(t) 
n-m 
GQ,(l-p(l-Fz(t))+n-“*ta,(p,t))-t)=l-a, (7.2) 
where a,(~,t):=p(l-Flj(t))[d,(Q,(l-p(l-F~(t))))-d,(t)]“~. 
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Proof Let a,(~; p, t) := 1 - ~(1 - F:(t)) - n-1’2zo,(p, t) and 
b,(r; P, t) := 1 - ~(1 - F:(t)) + n -1’2~o,( p, t). Then the probability in (7.2) 
is equal to 
PAT; P, f) := P{Qn(~,t~; P, r)) < Qtl - ~(1 -FO(r))) < Q,(b,(t; p, r))}. 
(7.3) 
Consider the right side inequality in (7.3). Then 
{Q(l - ~(1 - C%W G Q,Mc P, 0)) 
= {Q,tW; P, r)) - QtUc P, r)) 
+ QtM; P, N-QU -p(l -F’(r))aO}. (7.4) 
Applying a one-term Taylor expansion for the second two terms in (7.4) 
and multiplying (7.4) by &I f’(Q(b,(r; p, r))), we obtain that, in terms of 
the PL-normed quantile process p,, defined in (3.8), (7.4) is equivalent to 
&kc P, r) := -PAM; P, r)) 
+f"tQtW; P, r))) 
fo(Q(6,(r. p r))) bb”t’) + 50”(p9 r)l a’ 
3 9 
where 
UT; P, r) A (1 -p(l -FO(r)))<W; p, r)<b,(r; p, r) v (l-141 -FO(r))). 
Similarly, we obtain that the left side inequality in (7.3) is equivalent to 
4(c P, r) := -AAM; P, r)) 
where 
4~ PA A (I--~(1 --F”tr)))c~,t~; p, r)<a,(r; p, r) v (1 -p(l -F’(r))). 
Now, since r < TF and 1 - p( 1 - FO(r)) c T,*, F:(r) +a.s. Fe(r) (cf. (3.4)) 
and q,(l-p(l-F’(r)))+“.“. 1 - p( 1 - FO(r)) (cf. (4.7)), d,(r) +a.s. d(r) (cf. 
(3.5)) and &tQ(l - ~(1 -F’(r)))) +“.“.d(Q(l -p(l -F’(r)))) as n+ co. 
Thus cn(p, r) converges a.s. to a constant. Consequently we have as n + co, 
a,(~; P, r), b,(c p, r), d,(t; p. r), vn(t; p, r) 3 1 - ~(1 - FO(r)). 
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The continuity of f” at Q( 1 - p( 1 - p( 1 - F’(t))) implies 
lim P,(r; p, t) = !-t P{ A,(r; p, t) n B,(r; p, t)> 
n--a2 
=~+mmP{{-~~,d~, f)S -P,@,(~;P, t))+~lL(f)l 
n { -/bl(a,(c P? 1)) + P&I(t) G ~fJn(P, t)> > 
= lim P{ -za(p,t) 
n-m 
< -p,(l - PC1 + F’(t))) + pe,(F’(f)) GNP, t)>, 
where a(p, t):=~(1-F”(t))[d(Q(l-p(l-Fo(t))))-d(t)]i~2. By (3.9), 
A(1 -p(l -f;‘(t)))* ~(1 -f”(t)) W(d(Q(l -p(l -F’(t))))); 
i.e., -P,Mc P, t)) + p/t,(t) and -p,(dc P, t)) + p/L(t) behave asymp- 
totically like s,( p, t) defined in the proof of Theorem 6.1. Hence, 
lim P,(r; pi t) 
n-m 
-T<~(l-Fo(WW(Q(l-~(l-f’o(t)))))l<r . 
4P, t) 
\ 
=1-a. 1 
8. STRONG APPROXIMATION OF THE PL( l- p) 
PERCENTILE RESIDUAL LIFETIME PROCESS 
In Sections 6 and 7, we considered the asymptotic distribution of r!$(t) 
for fixed p and t. In this section the following three types of problems will 
be discussed under the random censorship model: 
(i) for fixed p E (0, l), joint estimation of (1 - p) percentile residual 
lifetimes belonging to varying conditions of survival by time t ( >O); 
(ii) for fixed t > 0, joint estimation of (1 - p) percentile residual 
lifetimes belonging to varying conditions of probability p E (0, 1); 
(iii) joint estimation of (1 - p) percentile residual lifetimes belonging 
to varying conditions of both survival by time t( > 0) and probability 
P E (0, 1). 
Problem (i) requires viewing r?)(t) as a stochastic process in I > 0 for 
fixed p E (0, l), (ii) is a process in pe (0, 1) for fixed t (>O), while (iii) 
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necessitates viewing r?)(t) as a two-parameter process in (p, t) E 
(0, 1) x (0, m 1. 
To simplify our notation, we define the Gaussian process Gip)(r) in terms 
of { W,(t): t > 0) in Theorem B, by 
G:p’(t) := ~(1 - F”(tWKW)) - Wn(d(Q(l - ~(1 - f’“W)))l. (8.1) 
Then, G?)(t) is like GCP’(t), defined by 
GcP’(t) :=p(l -F’(t))[W(d(t))- W(d(Q(1 -p(l -F’(t)))))] (8.2) 
as in (6.8). Then, for each n = 1,2, . . . . we have 
{G;p)(f):f>O,O<p<l) E {G’P’(t):t>O,O<p<l}. (8.3) 
THEOREM 8.1. For a fixed p E (0, 1 ), let T E (0, TF) be fixed such that 
Q( 1 - p( 1 -F’(T))) < T,. Let F” be twice differentiable on (0, TFo), and let 
f’bepositiveon [Q(l-p),Q(l-p(l-F’(T))]. Thenwehave,asn+oo, 
SUP IrLP’(t)- G?‘(t)1 “2 O(np"4(logn)"2(log log n)‘14). (8.4) 
O<f<T 
THEOREM 8.2. For a fixed t E (0, TF), let r~ (0, 1) be fixed such that 
Q( 1 - I’( 1 - F’(t))) < T,. Let F” be twice differentiable on (0, Te) and let 
f" be positive on [t, Q( 1 - r( 1 - F’(t)))]. Then we have, as n + co, 
sup Irp’(t) - GlP)(t)l “2 O(n-“4(log n)‘/*(log log n)li4). (8.5) 
rcp<i 
THEOREM 8.3. Let TE (0, TF) and r~ (0, 1) with Q(1 - r( 1 -FE(T))) 
< T,. Let F’be twice differentiable on (0, TF) and let p > 0 be such that f" 
is positive on [p, Q( 1 - r( 1 - F’(T))]. Then we have, as n + 00, 
sup Irp)(t) - Gip)(t)( E O(n-1i4(log n)“*(log log n)1’4). (8.6) 
p<t<T,rcp<l 
The proofs of Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 are very similar to the following 
proof of Theorem 8.3 and hence we omit them here. 
Proof of Theorem 8.3. By (6.5) in the proof of Theorem 6.1 we have 
,.~,,~+f"(QU - ~(1 -F”(t))))+,)(t) 
f"(Q@n,,,,,, ' 
= f"(Q(l -p(l -F"(tW1 S(p)(f)+S(p)(f) 
f"(QbtwJ) 1 " " ' (8.7) 
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where s(P)(t) is as in (6.7), and n 
4.(1 -P(l -m))) v (1 -P(l -~“(oN 
<6 n,,,,<4n(l-P(l-~ll(f)))V u-P(l-~“m. (8.8) 
Since CT v Q(1 - ~$1 --F’(T)))] < TF, using (3.4) and (4.7) we obtain 
sup IF;(t)-Fo(t)l “2 O(n-“2(loglogn)“2), 
OLf<T 
sup I y - qn( y)l = O(n-“2(log log n)“2). 
O<.v<Q(l-/d-F+(T))) 
(g-9) 
It implies that 
sup 16 .A,-(1 -P(l -FO(f)))l 
p<rcT,r<p<l 
< sup n-II2 Ispp’(t)l 
fldf<T,r<p<l 
< sup I1 - P(1 - JWN - CIA1 - P(1 - f%)))l 
~<tST,T<p<l 
+ sup IF;(t)-Fo(t)l 
p=Gt<T 
E O(n- 1’2(log log n)l”). 
Consequently, since f”( .) is assumed to be differentiable and positive on 
[,u, Q( 1 - r( 1 -F’(T)))], we get that 
sup 
f"(QU - ~(l- F"W))) _ 1 
p$t<T,T<p<l f”(Q&,,,p,, 
g O(n-‘/2(log log n)‘12), 
(8.10) 
z 0( (log log n)“‘). 
On applying (4.4) and (4.5) on s!P)(t) in (6.7), we obtain 
sup Is!,~)(~) - G!p’(t)l g O(n- ‘14(log n)‘12(log log n)‘14). (8.11) 
~SraT,r<pcl 
We complete the proof by combining (8.11) with (8.7) and (8.10). 1 
683/29/l-8 
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In Theorem 8.3 the range [p, T] for t with any p > 0 should sufhce for 
most applications. However, this range can be extended to [0, T] under 
further assumptions on f”, which is the topic of the next theorem. 
THEOREM 8.4. Let T E (0, TF) and r~ (0, 1) be such that Q( l- 
r( 1 -F’(T))) < T,. Let F” be twice differentiable on (0, Tp) and let f” be 
positive on (0, T,N). Let 
(8.12) 
forsomer>OandQ(p*)>[Tv Q(l-r(l-F-“(T)))]. Then thereexistsa 
constant C > 0 such that, with E(n) = Cn-’ log log n and q(n) = Q(&(n)), we 
have, as n+ oo, 
sup [r(p)(t) - G(p)(t)1 n ” 
qp(n)<t<T,T<p<l 
Z O(n pL’4(log n)‘j2(log log n)““). 
If we assume further that 
0 < ljLT fO(t) < 00, 
(8.13) 
(8.14) 
then we have, as n + co, 
sup IrLP)(t) - G$‘)(t)l 
O<r<T.T<p<l 
2 O(n-“4(log n)‘j2(log log n)1’4). (8.15) 
Proof: As in (6.5), 
rip)(t) = fif'(Q(l- ~(1 -Fe(t)))) 
x IIQ(cl,(l -p(l -F:(t))))) - Q(l - ~(1 -J’“(t)))l. (8.16) 
By applying two-term Taylor expansion on Q, we obtain 
r(P)(t) = dp)( t) ” n 
-$ n1’2[s~P)(t)]2 f'(Q(l -p(l -f’“(t)))) f"'(Q@n,,,N 
f"(Q(b, ,)I (f o(Q@n, t,pN2 (8-17) 
where s(p)(t) is as in (6.7) and n 
q,(l -p(l -F:(t))) * (1 -p(l -Fe(t))) 
<6 ..,.,<qn(l-~P(l---li(t))) v  (1-~(l-F~(t))). (8.18) 
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Now (8.18) and (6.7) imply that 
16 n,,,p-(l -PC1 -FO(t)))l <n-l’* Ip(t 
Applying (4.6) and (4.7) to (6.7), we obtain 
sup n I.+yt)l “2. O[(log log n)“‘]. 
O<r<T,f<p<l 
Observing that 1 - p( 1 - F’(t)) > pF”( t) > p2Fo( t), we get 
(1 - p( 1 - FO(t)))“*(log log n)“2 
G 
U”(l --Al -FllWN 
II 
1 -p(l -F;(t)) I’* 
(1 -p(l - F;(r)))“*(log log .)I’* 1 - p( 1 -Fe(t)) 
enVoW) 
+ (F0(t))“2(10g log ?I)“2 ’ 
(8.19) 
where 
1 -P(l -W))= 
1 - p( 1 - FO(t)) 
1 + pe,(F”W) 
n”2( 1 - p( 1 - FO(t)))“2( 1 - p( 1 -Fe(t)))“* 
1 1 1 < 
\ 
+ e,(FO(t)) 
(F’(t))“’ n (F’(t))“* 
<I+ e,(FO(t)) 
C(F’(t))“*(log log n)l’*’ 
(8.20) 
Applying Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 of Aly, M. Csorgii, and Horvath [l] to 
(8.19) and (8.20), we obtain that there exists C’ such that 
lim sup 
s!p’( t) 
(1 - p( 1 - F’(t)))“*(log log n)“* ’ “. 
(8.21) 
n-m q?(n)Cr<r,f<p<I 
Now, (8.17) implies that 
Jr(p)(t) - s’P’(t)l n n 
< ; n - 1/* sp( t) * 1 -p(l -F’(t)) 
(1 - p( 1 - F’(t)))“’ 
I I 6 4GP 
x f”W - ~(1 -F’(N)) 
II 
6 f”‘(Q(L,,)) 
f”(QGL,,.pN nvr,p (fO(Q(i&,,)))* ’ (8’22) 
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where the fourth term is bounded by I by (8.12) while both the second and 
third terms are bounded by 
1 - p(l -F”(t)) + ,-i’2 J.F(t)l 
1 -p(l -FO(t))-n-l’2 ,s&), ” 
G 
1 -p(l - FO(t)) + n-!W”(lOg log n)“2 
1 -p(l -FO(t))-n-“~C”(lOglOgn)“~ 
G 2 for any suffciently large n. (8.23) 
Combining (8.21), (8.22), and (8.23), we obtain 
sup ,r;P’(t)-.s;P)(f), -2 O(n-“‘(log log n)“‘). (8.24) 
q(n)LtbT,T<p<l 
Also applying (4.4) and (4.5), we have 
sup I.+“(t) - G(p’( t ), ” n 
w(n)sr< T,T<P< 1 
= O(n-“4(lOg n)“2(lOg log n)“4), (8.25) 
and (8.13) is immediately derived from (8.24) and (8.25). 
Under the assumption (8.14), we can replace 9(n) in (8.24) and (8.27) 
with zero and hence (8.15) is also proven. 1 
Remark 8.1. As in (3.4), Theorems 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4 imply the 
following laws of iterated logarithms under the corresponding conditions of 
Theorems 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4: 
sup b-q t)j “2 0( (log log n)“2) ” foreachO<pcl; 
O<f<T 
sup Ir’P’(t)/ “2 O((log log n)“2) n for each t > 0; 
r<p<1 
sup n (r(P)(t), “2 O((loglog n)“2); 
p<r<T.F<p<l 
sup ,r’“‘(t), “2 @(log log n)“‘); n 
q(n)<rQT,r<p<l 
sup ,Qqt), “2 O((log log n)“2). 
OSrbT,T<p<l 
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9. CONFIDENCE FOR @'j(t) 
In this section, we generalize Theorem 7.2 to construct confidence bands 
for RtP’(t) in the light of Section 8. First we define 
a,(z; p, t) := 1 -p(l -Flj(t))-n+‘*z, 
b,(T; p, t) := 1 -p(l -F;(f))+K1’*z, 
(9.1) 
where z, for the time being, is any positive number. Consider 
D;(z; p, t) := { Q,(a,(z; p, t)) - t < R’P’(r)} 
= {Qn(M; P, t)) 6 Q(l -p(l -F’(t))}, 
D,(z; P, t) := {RCP’(t) < Q,(h(~; p, t)) - t} 
= {QU - ~(1 -F’(t)) < Q,(b,(c P, t))}. 
(9.2) 
Then we have the following four theorems for asymptotic confidence bands 
for Rtp)( 2). 
THEOREM 9.1. (i) Under the conditions of Theorem 8.1, we have 
lim P{DA(z; p, t) n D,(q p, t): 0 < t < T} = 1 - a, 
“-+a (9.3) 
where T = r(a; p, T) such that P{ IG’P’(t)l < T: 0 < t < T} = 1 - 01. 
(ii) Under the conditions of Theorem 8.2, we have 
lim P{Dh(r’;p, t)nD,(r’;p, t):r<p< l}=l -a, 
n-co (9.4) 
where z’ = z’(a; t, r) is such that P{ JGCp’( t)l < z’: r< p < 1 } = 1 - a. 
(iii) Under the conditions of Theorem 8.3, we have 
lim P(D37"; p, r)nD,(t”; p, t): p<t < T, T<p< 1) = 1 -a, (9.5) 
“-+‘X 
where Z” = ?‘(a: p, T, r) is such that P{ IG(P)(t)l < T”: p < t < T, 
r<p<l}=l-a. 
(iv) Under the conditions except for (8.14) of Themwn 8.4, we have 
lim Z’(Dk(q; p, t) n D,(q; p, t): q?(n) < t ,< T, I’< p < 1) = 1 -a, (9.6) n-co 
where q= q(a: T, r) is such that P{ (G(P)(t)J <q: 0 <t < T, r< p c 1> = 
1 -a. 
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Proof: We prove (9.6) only. Subtracting Q,( 1 - p( 1 - F’(t))) and 
multiplying by & f’(Q( 1 - ~(1 -F’(t)))) in the event D,(s; p, t) of (9.2), 
we obtain 
P{D,(r;p,t):cp(n)~rtT,f<p<l} 
= P{,,‘h”(Q(l - ~(1 -F’(t)))) 
x EQ(l -Al -J'"W-Q,(l -p(l -F"WHl 
G & f'(QU - ~(l- ~"(0)MQ,(~,k P, t) - Q(~,(G P, f)> 
+ Q@n(~; P,1)) - Q( 1 - ~(1 -J"(O)) 
+Q(l .~(l -F'(f))) 
-Q,(l-~(l--“(t)))]:cp(n)~rt~,~<p<l). (9.7) 
Using the PL-normed quantile process p, as defined in (3.8) and the one- 
term Taylor expansion on Q, we have 
f’(Dn(q; p, 1): cp(n) < f < T, I-< P < 1) 
+ f’(Q(l - ~(1 -f’“U)))) 
f”(QV&; P> t))) - 1 1 (-P,@“(% P, f))) + fOW - A1 - FOW))) 
f'(Q(d,(ry; p, t))) - ' ( + ppn(f)) 1
(9.8) 
where 
hdvl; P, t) * (I- P(1 -FO(f))) 
< b,(a; p, t) <&A?; I-4 t) v (1 - P(1 - FO(f))). (9.9) 
By Theorem 4.4 of Aly, M. C&go, and Horvath [l] (cf. (3.9)), we have, 
asn+co, 
sup Mb,(tl; PY t)) 
~(n~CI~?-.r<p<l 
- (1 - b,(tt; P, t)) W,MQ(h(rl; P, t))))l s o(l). (9.10) 
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Since SUPqfn)Gr9T,rip<l lb,(q; p, t) - (1 -p( 1 - F’(t)))1 +a.s. 0, by the 
modulus of continuity for Wiener process and 
((1 -s) wn(4Q(s))):O Gs<l} E ((1 -s) W(d(Q(s))):O<s< l> (9.11) 
for each n = 1, 2, . . . . we also have, as n + co, 
sup I(1 - h(rl; P, f)) Wn(4Q(b,(rl; P, f)))) 
~p(n)SrbT,r<p<l 
-p(l -Fe(t)) wn(4Q(l -p(l -~“W))Hl =op(l). (9.12) 
Combining (9.10) and (9.12) we obtain 
sup IP”(U% p, t))-Pn(l - P(1 -FO(t)))l =op(l), (9.13) 
p(n)<r<T,r<p<l 
and combining (9.10) and (9.11), we get 
sup lPn(~,(?; PY f))l = O,(l). (9.14) 
qp(n)<rST,r<p<l 
Since SuPqp(n)GrsT.r<pcl Ib,(q; p, t) - (1 - p( 1 - F’(t)))1 _*a.s. 0, we get 
sup 
f”(Q(l-~(l-f’“(t))))-1 
f”(Q@,h P, t))) 
=. (1) 
P (9.15) 
rp(n)br<T,T<p<l 
by continuity and positivity of f”, and thus also 
sup 
f”(Q(l-~(l-J’o(~))))-l 
fO(Q(hh; P, t))) 
=. (1) 
P ’ (9.16) 
cpp(n)Cr<T.rcp<l 
BY (3.2) 
?+ sup P IBn(t)l = Of(l). (9.17) 
q?p(n)Cf<T,rcp<l 
Applying (9.13), (9.16), (9.14), (9.15), and (9.17) to (9.8), we finally 
obtain 
P{Wi’; P, t):o(n)<t< T,r<p< l} 
=P{P,(~ -p(l -F”(t)))<q+/$,(t): q(n)< t< T, T<p< 11. 
(9.18) 
Similarly, we also derive 
~‘{WI; P, 2): v(n)< t< T, T<p< l} 
=~{~,(l-~p(l-F~(0))2 -~]+~B,(t):cp(n)~t~T,r<p<l}. 
(9.19) 
lim P{D’,(~;p,r)nD,(~;p,t):cp(n)~tbT,f<p<l} 
n-m 
= lim P{ -? GPP,(l - P(1 -FOW) n-cc 
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Hence, (9.18), (9.19), and Theorem 8.4 imply that 
= lim P{-ll~GIP)(t)~~:cp(n)~t~T,r<p<l} 
n-m 
On the other hand, combining (4.4), (4.5), (9.11), and Levy’s modulus of 
continuity of the Wiener process (cf. Csiirgii and Rev&z [33]), we obtain 
Hence 
lim P{Dk(q; p, t)n D,(q; p, t): q(n)< t< T, f< p< 1) 
R-OO 
10. BOOTSTRAPPED PL( l-~)PERCENTILE RESIDUAL LIFETIME PROCESS 
Although we have constructed confidence bands for I@“(t) in 
Theorem 9.1, it is impossible either to compute or to simulate directly 
7, z’, T’l, and q in (9.3), (9.4), (9.5), and (9.6), respectively, since these 
limiting distributions involving s~p(G’~‘(t)( contain not only Wiener 
processes but also the unknown underlying distribution and quantile 
functions. 
Bootstrapping provides a procedure to estimate r, t’, z”, and q. The 
bootstrapped estimations of these parameters will enable us to construct 
confidence bands for Rtp)(f) in practice. For a bootstrapped version of the 
M. Csorgii and S. Csijrgii [12] paper in the non-censored case we refer to 
Barabas, M. C&go, Horvath, and Yandell [3 3. In this section we will first 
discuss approximations of the bootstrapped (1 - p) percentile residual 
lifetime process, 
Under the basic setting discussed in Section 5, define the bootstrapped 
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PL( 1 - p) percentile residual lifetime, I$$( t) and the bootstrapped (1 - p) 
percentile residual lifetime process, r$$( t): 
%,%f) := Q,,,(l - ~(1 -R,,(N) - t, 
r&) := &(Rg;(t) - lp(t)). 
(10.1) 
(10.2) 
We also define a sequence of stochastic processes (H?)(t)} such that 
zP)( t) := p( 1 - FO( t)) Wm(d(t)) - Yn(d(Q(l - Al- F’(t))))) m f’(QU - 141 -F’(t)))) 1 , (1o 3) 
where {F+‘;(t): t>O} is that of (5.7) and (5.8). 
The following theorem provides strong approximations for &$I) which 
will be used for construction of the bootstrapped confidence bands for 
W’( 1). 
THEOREM 10.1. We assume that 
0 < lim inf m/n < lim sup m/n < co. (10.4) 
m,n- 00 m,n+ a, 
(i) Under the conditions of Theorem 8.1, we have 
sup [r(P)(f)-H(P)(f)1 =op(l) m,n m asmandn+ 00. (10.5) 
O<l<T 
(ii) Under the conditions in Theorem 8.2, we have 
sup IrCP)(t)-H(P)(t)l =op(l) m,n m asmandn-oo. (10.6) 
o<p<1 
(iii) Under the conditions in Theorem 8.3, we have 
p4rcy;cp<l Ir!$+R?Wl =oAl) asmandn- 00. (10.7) 
. . 
Proof We will prove (10.7) only. Using Q,,J y) = Q(q,,,( y)) (cf. (5.5)) 
and Q,(y) = Q(q,,( v)) (cf. (6.4)), and applying a one-term Taylor expan- 
sion on Q, and then using (5.2) (5.3) and (5.6) we obtain 
r!$!it) = (f “(Q(~,)))-‘( -u,,Al - ~(1 -C,,(t)))) 
+~(f’(Q(S,)))-‘(-u,(l -Al -C&H)) 
+ (f’(Q(s,)))-‘pe,,,(FO(t)) 
+~(f’(Q(s,)))-l(~n(l-~(l -E(t)))) 
=:a~!(r)+J;;;T;;b~!(t)+c~!(t)+JI;F;7;;d~!(t), (10.8) 
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4m.A1 -P(l -c&))) * qn(l -p(l -F;,,(f)))-& 
<4m,n(l - P(1 -c!.,W) ” q,(l - P( - eJt)N, 
aAl - P(1 -c&))) A (1 - PC1 - q&H) < 6, 
<%I(1 -Al -e&N) ” (1 -p(l -F;,,(r))), 
(1 - P(1 -~~,,(N A (1 - P(1 -F:(t))) < 6, 
< (1 -PC1 -F;,,(N) ” (1 -Al -qp))), 
(1-P(1-Fll(f)))hqn(l-P(1-F~(t)))<61 
<(I -P(l -fPN) ” q,(l -Al -Fg(t))). (10.9) 
Now it is easy to show that 6,, S,, 6,, and 6, in (10.9) converge to 
l-p(1 -F(t)) in probability, uniformly in t and p for p < t < T and 
T<p<l. 
These convergences in probability, Levy’s modulus of continuity of the 
Wiener process (cf. Csiirgii and Revesz, [34]), and the continuity and 
positivity of f*( .) on [p, Q( 1 - r( 1 - F*(T)))] together imply 
atPi(t) + ~(1 -F’(t)) K(4Q(l- p(l- F*(t))))) 
sup m,n 
~siar,r<p<l f*(QU - ~(1 --f’*(t)))) 
sup - 
P(1 -c&)) = 
f *(Q(U) 
C,(4Q(l- ~(1 -C&N))) 
p<r<r,r<p<1 
+ 
P(1 -F*(t)) 
f*(QU - ~(1 -F*(N)) 
x C,MQ(l -p(l -p(l -F*(r))))) +op(l) 
=op(l), (10.10) 
bcpj (t) + 141 -f’*(t)) W4Q(l- p(l- f’*(G)))) 
sup m,n 
p<ts T,T<P< 1 f*(QU - ~(1 -f’*(t)))) 
= sup - 
p<rCT,T<p<l 
p(:o;;l$‘;(;)’ W4Q(l- ~(1 -f’:,,(t))))) 
b 
+ 
A1 - FO(t)) 
S*(Q(l - ~(1 -F*(t)))) 
Wf(Q(l - ~(1 -F*(f))))) + oAl1 
= OP(l), (10.11) 
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sup c!&q t) - 
P(l - FOON 
pgt<T,r<p<l f’(Q(l -p(l -F’(t)))) W’@(t)) 
= sup 
Al - F0(4) w, (d(t)) 
pCr~T,r<p<l f”(Q(~,.N m 
Id1 - FO(r)) 
-fO(Q(l-P(l-FO(t)))) Wkz(d(r)) +op(l) 
=op(l), 
and 
) _ 141 -J-“(f)) Wd(Q(l - ~(1 -F’(r))))) 
f”(QU - 141 -f”(O))) 
‘;(;;j(;:) Wd(Q(l -Al -f’:(N))) 
d 
(10.12) 
P(l - FO(fH 
- f”(QU L ~(l- f’“W) Wd(Q(l - ~(1 -F’(r))))) + op(l) 
= op(1). (10.13) 
Combining (10.9), (lO.lO), (lO.ll), (10.12), (10.13), and (10.3), and 
observing the condition in (10.4), we obtain the assertion in (10.7). 1 
11. BOOTSTRAPPED CONFIDENCE BANDS FOR R(P)(r) 
Let r!$,P)(t) be the ith generated bootstrapped process r!,$,(t) for 
i = 1, 2, . . . . N. We also define 
J;P)( t) := Gp’(t)/f”( Q( 1 - p( 1 - F’(r)))), 
fp’( t) := Gcp’( t)/f’( Q( 1 - p( 1 - F’(t)))), 
(11.1) 
where Gltp)( t) and Gtp’( t) are defined in (8.1) and (8.2), respectively. Then 
we immediately have, for each m and n, 
{qfnP’(r): t>o,o<p< l} g (q)(f): t>o,o<p< I} 
L {P’(t): t>o.o<p< l}, (11.2) 
where H:)(t) defined in (10.3). We also have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 11.1. Let us consider the following distribution functions: 
(i) M(‘)(y) = M”‘( y; p, T) := P{ sup IJ’P’(t)l Q y}; 
Ob6T 
(ii) M”‘(y) = &I”‘( y; t) := P( sup IJ’p’( t)l 6 y}; 
o<p<1 
(iii) M3’( y) = Mc3’( y; p, r, T) := Pf sup IP( < y}. p<r< T*T<p< 1 
Then M”‘(y), M”‘(y) and MC3’( y), under the corresponding conditions of 
Theorems8.1, 8.2, and 8.3, respectively, are strictly monotone increasing 
continuous functions in y E (0, a3 ). 
ProojI We prove only that Mc3’( y) is continuous in y under the 
conditions of Theorem 8.3. 
The strict monotonicity of the function is obvious, since fP’(t) is a 
Gaussian process and the standard normal density function is positive on 
(-co, co). Due to the continuity and positivity of f”( .) on 
[p, Q(1 -F’(T)))], we only have to show that 
sup IG’P’ft)l G Y) 
is continuous in y. Using Lemma 1.1.1 of Csorgii and RCvCsz [ 343, for any 
E and 6 > 0, we can define the finite sequences r= p1 c . . . c pk = 1 and 
p=t,< ... < t, = T such that, 
P{ max max sup sup (G’p”(ti) - Gtp’(t)l > E} <6. 
l$i<k-1 I<j<m-1 p,=Spsp,+~ r,~rGt,+l 
The random variables ‘pi, j = Gtp”( tj) have Gaussian joint distributions, 
Eq1,,~=0 and Eq$,>O, 1 <i< k, 1 <j< m. By Theorem 1 of Tsirel’son 
[31], we know that the distribution function of max(1 < i< k - 1) 
max( 16 j < m - 1) I’pi, j) is continuous on (0, co), and hence the proof is 
complete. 1 
Observing that the distribution functions M”‘(y), M”)(y), and Mc3’( y) 
are strictly* monotone increasing continuous functions, we define their 
corresponding quantile functions for a fixed tl E (0, 1) as 
c”‘(a)=c”‘(cr;p, T):=inf{y>O:M”‘(y)=a}; 
cc2’(a) = ~‘~‘(a; t) := inf{ y > 0: M2’( y) = a}; 
c”‘(a) = cC3’(a; p(, r, T) := inf{ y > 0: Mc3’( y) = a}. 
Then c(r)(a), ct2’(a), and cC3’(a) are again continuous functions in a. 
(11.3) 
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Now we define the empirical distribution functions of A#(‘)( y), M2)( y), 
and Mt3’(y) in terms of bootstrapped observations r!,$,J’)(f): 
w$l,“(Y) = w$JY~ P, T) 
:= N-’ # { 1 d i< N: sup Irg!iP)(t)l < y}; 
O<fGT 
w$,,( VI = wJ?I,,( Yi f) 
:= N-l # (1 <i< N: sup Ir!$‘,“)(t)l < y}; (11.4) 
o<p< 1 
w$n,“( iv) = WL,( Y;  P9 r, T)  
:=iV’#(lQi<N: sup Irg”pq”)I < y}. 
p6r<T.T<p<l 
THEOREM 11.2. As N, n and m + 00, we have 
(i) sup IM$j,),.,(y)-M(‘)(y)l go(l); 
y > 0 
(ii) sup IM$$),,,(y)-M(*)(y)l =0(l); 
Y>O 
(iii) sup IM$$‘,,,( v) - M3)( JJ)~ 2 0( 1). 
y > 0 
Proof: We prove (iii) only. By the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem we get, 
for n and m fixed, as N -+ co, 
sup l~~,),,,(y)--{pe,<~~<p<, I~!$(~)l cJ4l y > 0 . 1 
“2 o(1). (11.5) 
Now applying (10.7) of Theorem 10.1, (11.2), (iii) of Theorem 11.1, and 
(11.5), we obtain the assertion in (iii). 1 
We define empirical quantile functions for c(‘)(a), c(*)(a), and c(3)(a) in 
terms of M!$JY), W$,,,(Y), and JW$,,(Y) as 
d.!,‘,,,(a) = cG,‘,,,(a; p, T) 
:= inf{ y > 0: M$j,),,,( y) 2 a}; 
4if?, .(a) = c!iT,‘,,,(a; t). . 
:=inf(y>O:M~,‘,,,(y)~a}; 
c!i??, .(a) = 4,‘m,,(a; P, C T) I I 
:=inf(y>O:M~,‘,,,(y)~aol). 
(11.6) 
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Now, we are in the position to construct our promised bootstrapped 
confidence bands for R”‘)(t). 
THEOREM 11.3. For given a~ (0, l), we have the following: 
(i) Under the assumptions in (i) of Theorem 10.1, 
lim P{R~f’)(t)-n-1/2c$,$,Ja)<R(P)(t) 
N,n,m - cc 
< R!,f’)( t) + n - l/2 $‘,,,(a) : 0 < t < T} 
=1-u. 
(ii) Under the assumptions in (ii) of Theorem 10.1, 
(11.7) 
lim P(R~p)(t)-n-“2c~,),,,(CL)~ RCP’(t) 
N.n,m -s m 
< R!p)( t) + n - 1/2~~,),,Jtr) : 0 < p < 1 } 
=l-ct. (11.8) 
(iii) Under the assumptions in (iii) of Theorem 10.1, 
lim 
N,n,m - cc 
P{ R?)(t) - n-‘/2c$.‘,,,(a) < RCP’(t) 
~R~)(t)+n-“2c~,)~,,(a):~~t~T, T<p< l} 
=1-a. (11.9) 
Proof We will prove (11.9) only. We first prove that c$$,,(a) 
converges to ~‘~‘(a) a.s. for a fixed. For all y in some neighbourhood of 
cC3’(a), we have (iii) of Theorem 11.2. Hence by the lemma of Horvath 
[23] and the continuity of MC3’( y) proven in Theorem 11.1, we have, as 
N,m, and n-co, 
cc?, .(a) 3 cC3)(a). (11.10) . 3 
This in turn implies 
lim P(RIP)(t)-n-1’2c~,‘,,,(cr)~‘P’(t) 
N.n,m + co 
<Rp’(t)+n-“2~g,),,, (a):/&ttTJ<p<l} 
rlp)( t) 
f*(Q(l - ~(1 - ~(1 -F*(O))) 
< ~(~)(a): p < t < T, r< p < 1 
=~{-c’~‘(a)~J(~)(t)~c(~)(a):~~t~T,~<p-=l} 
=1-a. fl (11.11) 
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12. APPLICATIONS 
The nuclear waste disposal program in Canada involves emplacement of 
a vault containing waste in a stable geological formation such as the 
granitic plutons in the Canadian shield. The rock mass surrounding the 
vault containing the waste acts as a natural barrier between the waste and 
the biosphere. The fracture system in the host rock forms the main 
migration pathways. The fractures are approximately linear planes in 
nature, and we can only see approximately linear lines on the surface of the 
rock mass, The lengths of these lines are a important step towards 
understanding the fracture system. 
The granitic pluton near Lac du Bonnet, Manitoba, where the 
Underground Research Laboratory is being built for the nuclear waste 
disposal program in Canada, is selected for this application. Stone et al. 
[30] mapped the fractures on the surface of the granite. We chose a small 
area from the map by Stone et al. [30] for this study. Chung, Csorgii, and 
Horvith [lo] studied the construction of the confidence bands for the 
quantile function of the length of the fractures. A preliminary analysis of 
the length of these fractures shows that they are spatially uncorrelated, and 
hence the measurements may be viewed as independent observations. 
However, many of the linear lines that we observe on the surface of the 
rock mass are partially covered by soil and vegetation. Coverage by soil 
and vegetation is not related to the nature of the fracture system. Thus we 
may assume that we are observing independent measurements which are 
randomly censored. 
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FIG. 1. (a) PL-estimate Fe,, (cf. (2.5)) for F”; (b) PL-quantile function &, (cf. (2.7)) 
for Q. F” and Q are the distribution and quantile functions of the length of fractures in a part 
of Stone et al. [30] map of a granitic pluton near Lac du Bonnet, Manitoba, Canada. 
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In this area, about 67% of the granite pluton are covered by soil and 
vegetation, and thus we can only observe the fracture lines on the exposed 
areas (about 33%) of the granite. Consequently, most of the fractures are 
extended beyond the exposed areas. Of course, it is of interest to estimate 
how far these censored fractures are extended beyond the exposed areas 
and the 1 - p percentile lifetime is one of statistics for such estimation. In 
this example, we have observed 1567 fractures. Of these, both ends are 
shown only for 256 fractures in the exposed areas whose lengths can be 
completely measured. The rest, namely 13 11 fracture lines, are censored. 
The lengths of the longest uncensored and censored fracture lines are 0.991 
and 2.361 (1 unit = 2.54 m), respectively. The length of the shortest 
fracture, which happens to be non-censored, is 0.01. 
The PL-estimator Fy,,, (cf. (2.5)) and the corresponding PL-quantile 
function QiT6, (cf. (2.7)) based on the above discussed observations, are 
obtained and shown in Figs. la and lb, respectively. Due to the heavy 
censoring, F&(t) and Qij6,( y) cannot have any significance when 
t > 0.9910 and y > Fz(0.991) = 0.3403, respectively, although they are well 
defined on the whole line by definition. Chung, M. Csiirgo, and Horvhh 
[lo] construct confidence bands for the quantile function. 
As a first application of Theorem 7.2, we fix t=O.l, p =0.9, and 
a = 0.05. Then Qr&l - 0.9(1 - F&(0.1))) = Q1567(0.1201) = 0.228, 
R~$(0.1)=0.128, r(O.O5)= 1.96, and 0,,,,(0.9,0.1)=0.3389. Thus, the 
95 % confidence interval for R’“-9)(0. 1) is 
[Q1567(0.1201 - 1.96 x0.3389/m) -0.1, 
Qi5&0.1201 + 1.96 x 0.3389/m)-0.11 
= [0.1112,0.1660], (12.1) 
which is shown as the short vertical segment at t = 0.1 in Fig. 3. 
For the second application of Theorem 7.2, let t = 0.5, p=O.9, and 
a = 0.05. Then Q&l - 0.9(1 - Fys6,(0.5))) = QrS6,(0.3173) = 0.933, 
R$&(0.5) = 0.433, ~(0.05) = 1.96, and 0,,,,(0.9,0.1) = 0.7885. Thus, the 
95% confidence interval for R(“9)(0.5) is 
[Q&0.3173 - 1.96 x 0.7885/&576) -0.5, 
Qi&O.3173 + 1.96 x 0.7885/m) - 0.51 
= CO.140, 1.8711, (12.2) 
which is also shown as the long vertical segment at t = 0.5 in Fig. 3. 
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Comparing the confidence interval of R(“.9)(0.1 ) in (12.1) with that of 
R’“.9’(0.5) in (12.2), the latter is much wider than the first one. This is 
not only because of the variance of the latter which is nearly twice of 
that of the first, but also the PL-quantile function is extremely sensitive 
near the largest non-censored observation as can be seen in Fig. 3. 
That is, Q156,(0.34033) = 0.991 (the largest non-censored value), but 
Q,&O.34033 + E) = 2.371 (the largest observation) for any E > 0. 
Suppose now that we wish to construct the 95% confidence band for 
R(0,9)(t) in t E (0,0.3). Using (11.7) of Theorem 11.3, we did as follows: 
Taking m = 500 and N= 500, M!.,!,‘,,,(y) (cf. (11.4)) were computed from 
the original 1567 data. From A4!&,soo, & y) shown in Fig. 2, we have also 
obtained C(r) soo,soo,,56,(0.05) = 8.140 (cf. (11.6)). Hence, using (11.7) we have 
constructed the confidence band: 
{ CR!W) - Ci&Jo,,567(0.05)/J1567~ 
Rygj(t) + CC’) soo,soo,,5~~(0.05)/~1567]: 0 < t < 0.3) 
= { [R$‘3( t) - 0.2056, R\;z;( t) + 0.2056: 0 < t < 0.3 > 
which is shown as the band in Fig. 3. 
Concluding Remark 
Theorems 6.1, 7.2, as well as (9.3) of Theorem 9.1, have also been proved 
independently and somewhat later than the author did by S. C&go [ 131. 
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